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Abstract. We study in detail the spectrum of the bosonic oscillator Hamiltonian associated with the
(31

C3-cxtended oscillator algebra Afa,, where C3 denotes a cyclic group of order three, and classify
the various types of spectra in terms of the algebra parameters ao, ax. In such a classification, we

identify those spectra having an infinite number of periodically spaced levels, similar to those of
cyclic shape invariant potentials of period three. We prove that the hierarchy of supersymmetric
Hamiltonians and supercharges, corresponding to the latter, can be realized in terms of some

appropriately chosen _4q0Qi algebras, and of Pauli spin matrices. Extension to period-A spectra in

terms of CA-cxtended oscillator algebras is outlined.

1 Introduction

When supplemented with the concept of shape invariance [1], supersymmetric quantum
mechanics (SSQM) [2] has proved very useful for generating exactly solvable quantum mechanical

models. Devising new approaches to construct shape invariant potentials is still under
current investigation (for a recent review see Ref. [3]). A recent advance in this field has

been the introduction of cyclic shape invariant potentials by Sukhatme et al [4], generalizing
a previous work of Gangopadhyaya and Sukhatme [5].

In addition, SSQM has established a nice symmetry between bosons and fermions [2].
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Such a symmetry has been extended to some exotic statistics. Replacing fermions by
parafermions [6], pseudofermions [7], or orthofermions [8], for instance, has led to
parasupersymmetric (PSSQM) [9, 10], pseudosupersymmetric [7], or orthosupersymmetric [11]

quantum mechanics, respectively.

The development of quantum groups and quantum algebras [12] during the last decade

has proved very useful in connection with such problems. In particular, various deformations

and extensions of the oscillator algebra have found a lot of applications to quantum
mechanics, in general, and to SSQM and some of its generalizations, in particular.

Deformations of the oscillator algebra arose from successive generalizations of the Arik-
Coon [13], and Biedenharn-Macfarlane [14] ç-oscillators. Various attempts have been made to
introduce some order in the various deformations by defining 'generalized deformed oscillator
algebras' (GDOAs). Among them, one may quote the treatments due to Jannussis et al [15],

Daskaloyannis [16], Irac-Astaud and Rideau [17], McDermott and Solomon [IS], Meljanac
et al [19], Katriel and Quesne [20], Quesne and Vansteenkiste [21, 22]. In the remainder
of the present paper, we shall refer to GDOAs as defined in Ref. [21]. GDOAs have found
some interesting applications to the algebraic treatment of some one-dimensional exactly
solvable potentials [23, 24] or two-dimensional superintegrable systems [25], as well as to the

description of systems with non-standard statistics [19, 26, 27, 28].

G-extended oscillator (or alternatively Heisenberg3) algebras, where G is some finite
group, essentially appeared in connection with n-particle integrable models. It was shown
that they provide an algebraic formulation [29, 30, 31] of the Calogero model [32] or some
generalizations thereof [33]. In the former case, G is the symmetric group Sn [30]. For two
particles, the abelian group 52 can be realized in terms of Klein operator K (—1)N, where
N denotes the number operator. The 52-extended oscillator algebra is then known as the
Calogero-Vasiliev [29], or modified [31] oscillator algebra.

The usefulness of GDOAs in connection with SSQM was pointed out by Bonatsos and

Daskaloyannis [34]. Then Brzezihski et al [31], and Plyushchay [35] in more detail (see also

Ref. [36]), showed that the Calogero-Vasiliev algebra provides a minimal bosonization of

SSQM in terms of boson-like particles, instead of a combination of bosons and fermions, as

is the case in the standard approach [2].

In a recent work [37], we introduced a new type of G-extended oscillator algebras
-4aA0)ai...ax_2. where G is a cyclic group of order A, C\ { I,T,T2,. ,TA_1 }, and a0, ax,

qa-2 denote A — 1 independent real parameters. Since Ga is an Abelian group, its
elements can be realized in terms of N only, so that A^fn „ becomes a GDOA. The cyclic

group G2 being isomorphic to S2, the G2-extended oscillator algebra AffQ is equivalent to
Calogero-Vasiliev algebra. Hence, new features only appear for A > 3.

To each A^ai Qi_„ algebra, one can associate a bosonic oscillator Hamiltonian Hq. That

In both the oscillator and Heisenberg algebras, the creation and annihilation operators af a are considered

as generators, but in the former the number operator appears as an additional independent generator,
whereas in the latter it is defined in terms of A, a as N Aa.
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corresponding to A^ is just the two-particle Calogero Hamiltonian, which has a very simple
spectrum, coinciding with that of a shifted harmonic oscillator. For higher A values, the
situation is entirely different as, according to the parameter values, the spectrum may be

nondegenerate, or may exhibit some (v + l)-fold degeneracies, where v may take any value
in the set {1, 2,..., A — 1}, with in each case various possibilities for the level ordering.

In [37], we extended Plyushchay's work by showing that the C3-extended oscillator algebra

A^ai provides a minimal bosonization of Rubakov-Spiridonov PSSQM of order p 2 [9].

More generally, it can be proved [38] that A^ai ax_2
leads to the same result for Rubakov-

Spiridonov PSSQM of order p A - 1.

Here, we will address the problem of SSQM for cyclic shape invariant potentials of
period A. We will prove that the corresponding hierarchy of supersymmetric Hamiltonians and

supercharges, which repeats after a cycle of A iterations can be realized in terms of some
appropriate A^ai..a algebras, and of Pauli spin matrices. Although the detailed derivation
will be carried out for the simplest nontrivial case corresponding to A 3, it will become
clear that the arguments are still valid for arbitrary A > 3.

To deal with this problem, after reviewing the definitions of the G3-extended oscillator
algebra, and of the corresponding oscillator Hamiltonian in section 2, we will study in detail
the Hq spectrum associated with A%A and derive the complete classification of the different
types of spectra in terms of the algebra parameters an, ax, in section 3. In section 4 we
will then identify those spectra having an infinite number of periodically spaced levels, and
show that for some of them one can obtain the searched for algebraic realization of SSQM.
Section 5 contains some concluding remarks about the extension to period-A spectra.

2 Cß-Extended Oscillator Algebra and Hamiltonian

Let us consider the bosonic oscillator Hamiltonian, defined (in units wherein hw 1)

by [37]

H0=l{a,f}, (2.1)

where the creation and annihilation operators a*, a satisfy the generalized relations

[/V,at] at, [N,T}=0, T3 I,

a^i] I + kxT + k2T2, atr e_2'"/3Tat, (2.2)

together with their Hermitian conjugates. Here, N N^ is the number operator, T [TA
is the (unitary) generator of a cyclic group G3 {I,T,T2}, and «1, k2 are two complex
constants, restricted by the condition k2 k\ (deriving from the relation T2 TJ).

In the present paper, we shall be concerned with a realization of T as a function of N,
given by

T e2mN/3, (2.3)
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in which case there only remain two nontrivial relations in equation (2.2), namely

[iV, a*] a*, [a, at] =/ + 2(9ft.eKi)cos2f/V - 2(%m nx)sin^N. (2.4)

According to [21], equation (2.4) defines a GDOA A(G(N)), with

G(N) I + 2(5Re kx) cos &-N - 2(5m kx) sin ^-N. (2.5)

Frovided its parameters satisfy some conditions to be given below, the algebra possesses
a bosonic Fock space T { |?j) | n =0.1,2,...}, spanned by the normalized eigenvectors of
N,

N\n)=n\n), (n\m) 6n,m. (2.6)

which can be written as

|n)=AC1/2 (</)>), 71 0,1,2,..., (2.7)

where Afn is some normalization constant, and |0) is a vacuum state, i.e.,

q|0)=0. (2.8)

From equation (2.4), it is clear that the operators a), a act differently in the three
subspaces Tß, p 0, 1, 2, of T, defined by Tß { |3fc + p.) \ k 0,1, 2,. }, and such
that T Tq © Tx © T2. Actually, these three subspaces are the carrier spaces of the
three inequivalent irreducible (one-dimensional) matrix representations of G3, defined by
FM(T) exp(27ri/^/3), p 0, 1, 2 [39]. The projection operators Pfl on the T^ subspaces
are given by Pß \ £2=0exp(-27ri/iiV3) T", or

p0 | (/+ 2 cos ^/v) Px Ul-cos^-N + V3shs.^-N^,

p2 1 (j _ cos °fN - \flsixi 3f Ar) (2.9)

As it can easily be checked on equation (2.9), the Pfs satisfy the relations

2

PßP» 8^Pll, EPM /. (2-10)
ß=o

as it should be.

In terms of such operators, equation (2.4) can be rewritten as

[N, af] af [a. af] / + a0P0 + axPx + a-2P2, (2.11)

where aM, u 0, 1. 2, are three real parameters, connected with kx and k2 f by the
relations aß fzt=x exp(2nipi//3) «„, or

Qo 23?e«1, ai — 3îek,x — v30??j «i. 02 — ao — «1 — 9?e«i + v3QmKX. (2.12)
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Hence, we may also express G(N) as

G(N) I + aoPo + cxiPi +a2P2, with a0 + Qi + a2 0, (2.13)

and denote the algebra A(G(N)) by A^a where the two independent real parameters ao, a-i
are specified. In the remainder of this paper, we will assume aß a^m0H3, and Pß PMmod3

for arbitrary integer p. values.

For any GDOA, one may define a so-called structure function F(N), which is the solution
of the difference equation F(N + 1) - F(N) G(N), such that F(0) 0 [16, 20, 21, 22, 34].
In the present case, we get

F(N) N + ßxPx + ß2P2, where ßx oro, ßi oro + »i- (2.14)

In the bosonic Fock space T, F(N) satisfies the relations

fa F(N), af F(N + 1), (2.15)

and the normalization coefficient A/n in equation (2.7) is given by Jfn FJiLi -F(O) or

A/3k 33fc[r(751)r(^2)]~1r(A;-i-i)r(fc-i-^1)r(fc+732),

Af3k+i 33fc+1[r(^1)r(^2)]_1r(A; + i)r(fc-f-i + ^i)r(A:+^2), (2.16)

A^3fc+2 33*+2[r(^1)r(^2)]"1r(fc + i)r(fc + i+^1)r(/c + i+^2),

in terms of gamma functions, and of ßx (ßx + l)/3, ß2 (ß2 + 2)/3. The creation and
annihilation operators act upon jr? as

f\n) ^/F(n + l)\n + l), a\n) ^F(n)\n-1). (2.17)

Hence, from equation (2.14), it is obvious that T exists if and only if F(l) > 0 and F(2) > 0,

or, in other words, the algebra parameters are restricted to those values for which

a0 > -1, ai > -2-a0. (2.18)

We shall henceforth assume that these conditions are fulfilled. Note that ao ai 0

corresponds to the standard harmonic oscillator.

It is now straightforward to determine the action of the bosonic oscillator Hamiltonian Hq,
defined in equation (2.1), in the bosonic Fock space T. For such a purpose, it is useful to
rewrite Hq in the equivalent forms

Hq fa + \ (I + aoP0 + axPx + a2P2) N + \l + 7oF0 + 71 ^l + 72-P2 (2.19)

by using equations (2.11), (2.14), and (2.15). In equation (2.19), the parameters -yß, p 0,

1,2, are defined by

70 2~a-o, 7i \(2ao + ai), 72 5(^0 + <*i), (2-20)
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and satisfy the relation 70 — 7i + 72 0. The number operator eigenvectors \n) |3fc 4- p.)

are also eigenvectors of Hq, corresponding to the eigenvalues

^t+M 3/" + p + 7„ + i k 0,1,2,..., fi 0,1,2. (2.21)

In each Tß subspace of T, the spectrum of Hq is therefore harmonic, but the three infinite
sets of equally spaced energy levels, corresponding to p, — 0, 1, 2, respectively, may be shifted
with respect to each other by some amounts depending upon the algebra parameters ao, ax

through their linear combinations 70, 71, 72, defined in equation (2.20). We may therefore
obtain nondegenerate spectra, as well as spectra with some double or triple degeneracies. In
the next section, we will study such spectra in detail.

3 Classification of Cß-Extended Oscillator Hamiltonian
Spectra

To obtain the various types of Hq spectra, we shall proceed in two steps. We shall first
determine the possible orderings of the Hq ground states in To, Tx, and T2, corresponding
to the eigenvalues £0, Ex, and E2, respectively. This will give rise to three general and two
intermediate classes of spectra. Then, for each of these five possibilities, we shall successively
study the relative order of the excited states in To, Tx, and T2 in the nondegenerate, doubly-
and triply-degenerate cases.

Considering first Eq, Ex, and E2, we obtain from equations (2.20) and (2.21)

Ei-.Eo i(ao + ai + 2), E2-Ex \(2 - aQ), E2 - E0 \(ax + 4). (3.1)

Since the parameter values are restricted by equation (2.18), it is obvious that the ground
states in To, Tx, and T2 may either be nondegenerate, or exhibit a double degeneracy. In
the former case, they may be ordered in three different ways, which we will refer to as (I),
(II), and (III), respectively, as listed hereafter

(I) E0 < Ex < E2 if -1 < a0 < 2 and -2 - a0 < ax,

(II) Eq < E2 < Ex if 2 < a0 and -4 < ax, (3.2)

(III) E2 < E0 < Ex if 2 < a0 and -2 - a0 < ai < -4.

In the latter case, their ordering is intermediate between classes (I) and (II), or (II) and (III),
and are given by

(I-II) E0 < Ex E2 if a0 2 and -4 < a!,
(II-III) E0 E2 < Ex if 2 < a0 and ax -4, (3.3)

respectively.

Let us now consider the excited states in To, Tx, and T2, and distinguish between non-
degenerate, doubly- and triply-degenerate spectra.
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3.1 Nondegenerate spectra

For nondegenerate spectra, we have only to consider the three general classes (I), (II),
and (III).

Starting with class (I), we note that since £3 — E2 (2 — ctx)/2, and £3 — Ex (4 —

cq — ai)/2, we have three different possibilities for the ordering of £3 with respect to Ex,
and E2:

Eq < Ex < E2 < £3 if -1 < a0 < 2 and -2 - a0 < ax < 2,

Eq < Ex < £3 < E2 if -1 < a0 < 2 and 2 < a! < 4 - a0, (3.4)

Eq < E3 < Ex < E2 if -1 < ao < 2 and 4 - ao < a!.

Furthermore, since E4 — E2 (ao + 4)/2 is positive over the whole parameter range, in
the first two cases the remainder of the spectrum is entirely determined, so that we obtain
Eq < Ex < E2 < £3 < £4 < £5 < E6 < ¦ ¦ -, and E0 < Ex < E3 < E2 < £4 < Eq < £5 < ¦ ¦ -,

respectively.

In the third case, we have to study the ordering of Ee with respect to Ex, and E2. As

£6 — £2 (8 — ax)/2, and £6 - £1 (10 — ao - ax)/2, there again appear three different
possibilities:

£0 < £3 < £1 < £2 < Eq if -1 < a0 < 2 and 4 - a0 < ax < 8,

£0 < £3 < £1 < Eq < £2 if -1 < a0 < 2 and 8 < ax < 10 - a0, (3.5)

£0 < £3 < Eq < Ex < E2 if -1 < a0 < 2 and 10 - a0 < ai,

where for the first two the remainder of the spectrum is entirely determined.

By recursively carrying on such a classification, we get two nondegenerate spectra
subclasses (1.1) and (1.2), themselves labelled by some index n running over 1, 2, 3, ...:

(I.l.n) £0 < £3 < • ¦ • < £3n-3 < £1 < £2 < E3n < £4 < £5 < ¦ • ¦

if — 1 < ao < 2 and 6n — ao — 8 < ax < 6n — 4,

(1.2.n) £0 < £3 < • • • < £3n-3 < £l < £3n < £2 < £4 < £3n+3 (3-6)

< £5 < • • ¦

if — 1 < ao < 2 and 6n — 4 < ax < 6n — uq - 2.

The parameter values in equation (3.6) can simply be obtained by combining those defining
class (I) in equation (3.2) with the conditions £3n_3 - Ex (6n — ao — ax — 8)/2 < 0

for both subclasses, and either £3,, — £2 (6n — ax — 4)/2 > 0 for the first one, or
£3n - Ex (6n - a0 - ai - 2)/2 > 0 and £3n - £2 (6n - ax - 4)/2 < 0 for the
second one.

It is worth noting that the parameter values corresponding to type (I.l.n) and (1.2.77)

spectra cover all class (I) parameter range, but for —1 < ao < 2, ax 6n — 4 or ai
6n — ao - 2, where n 1, 2, 3,
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Figure 1: Examples of nondegenerate Hq spectra belonging to class (I): (a) type (1.1.2)

spectrum with ao 0, a-i 6; (b) type (1.2.2) spectrum with ao 0, ax 9.
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Figure 2: Examples of nondegenerate Ho spectra belonging to class (II): (a) type (II.1.2.2)
spectrum with ao 10, ai 4; (b) type (II.2.2.2) spectrum with ao 10, ax 7.
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Figure 3: Examples of nondegenerate Hq spectra belonging to class (III): (a) type (III.1.2.2)
spectrum with ao 18, ax —12: (b) type (III.2.2.2) spectrum with ao 21, ax -15.

A similar procedure can be used for classes (II) and (III). Both of them separate into two
subclasses (II.1), (II.2), and (III. 1). (III.2), but the latter are now labelled by two integer
indices m. n 1, 2. 3, instead of only one as for class (I). They are given by

(Il.l.m.n) £0 < £3 < • ¦ ¦ < £311-3 < £2 < £3n < £5 < ¦ ¦ • < E3m+3n^e

< E3m-i < Ex < E3,„+3n_3 < E3m+2 < £4 < ¦ • ¦

if dm — 4 < c>o < 6m + 2 and 6n — 10 < ax < 6m + 611

- a0 - 8, (3.7)

(II.2.m.n) Eq < £3 < • • • < £3„-3 < £2 < E3„ < £5 < £3„+3 < • • ¦

< £3m-l < £3m+3n-3 < £l < £3m+2 < E3m+3„ < £4 < ¦ ¦ ¦

if 6m — 4 < ao < 6m + 2 and 6m + 6?) — a0 — 8 < aj
< 6n - 4,

and

(IILl.m.n) £2 < £5 < ¦ • ¦ < i?3n-l < £o < £3n+2 < £3 < ¦ • • < £3m+3n-4

< £3m-3 < £1 < £3m+3n-l < E3m < £4 < • • •

if 6m -i- 6?7 — 10 < c\o < Gm + 6n — 4 and 6m — ao — S < a x

< 2-611, (3.8)

(III.2.m.n) £2 < £5 < • • ¦ < JSsn-i < E0 < E3n+2 < £3 < £3n+5 <

< £3;n-3 < £3m+3n-l < £1 < E3m < E3m+3n+2 < £4 < • • •
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if 6m + 6n - 4 < ao < 6m. + 6n + 2 and -4 - 6n < ai
< 6m — ao — 2.

respectively.

The parameter values given in equations (3.7), and (3.8) can be checked in the same

way as those in equation (3.6). Furthermore, those corresponding to type (Il.l.m.n) and

(II.2.m.n) spectra cover all class (II) parameter range, but for 6m - 4 < ao < 6m + 2.

aj 6n — 4 or ax 6m + 6n — ao — 8, where m, n 1, 2, 3, and ax > —4. ao 6m 4- 2,

where m. 1, 2, 3, A similar remark applies to type (III.1.m.n) and (III.2.m.n) spectra,
and class (III) parameter range, the exceptions being now 6m + 6n — 4 < ao < 6m + 6n + 2,

ax — 4 — 6n or ax 6m — ao — 2. where m, n 1, 2, 3, and —2 — ao < ax < —4,

ao 6n + 2, where v 1, 2, 3.

Some examples of class (I), (II), and (III) nondegenerate spectra are displayed on figures 1,

2, and 3, respectively. One should remark that only type (1.1.1) spectra, for which — 1 <
ao < 2 and — 2— a0 < ax < 2, have the same level order as the standard harmonic oscillator,
the spectrum of the latter being retrieved in the special case where ao c*i 0.

3.2 Doubly-degenerate spectra

Doubly-degenerate spectra may appear as limiting cases of the nondegenerate ones of
subsection 3.1, whenever two contiguous energies become equal, or they may directly result
from the two intermediate classes, defined in equation (3.3). They belong to three different
types, labelled by a, b, c. and corresponding to Tq-Tx, Tq-T2, and Tx-T2 degeneracies,
respectively.

For class (I), for instance, we can obtain type a spectra by considering the limit £] £3,,
in subclass (I.2.r?), defined in equation (3.6), thereby getting the condition a; Qn — ao — 2.

The remaining two possibilities, namely £3^-3 £1 in subclass (I.l.n) or (1.2.n) for n 2,

3, can be excluded because the former leads to the same types of spectra and parameter
values as those already found, while the latter would imply the ax value 6n — ao — 8, lying
outside the interval (6n — 4, on — ao — 2). Similarly, type b spectra can be obtained by
considering the limit £2 £3n in subclass (I.l.n) or (I.2.n), thus giving the condition
ax 6n — 4. On the contrary, type c spectra cannot be derived as limiting cases of class (I)
spectra, as Ex < E2 by definition of the class, and £2 < £4 over the whole parameter range.

We conclude that class (I) doubly-degenerate spectra are given by

(I.n.a) £0 < £3 < ¦ • ¦ < £3„-3 < £3n £1 < £2 < £sn+3 E4

< £5 < • ¦ ¦

if — 1 < ao < 2 and ai 6n — ao — 2,

(I.n.b) £0 < £3 < • • • < £3n-3 < £1 < E3n £2 < £4 (3.9)

< E3n+3 £5 < • • ¦

if — 1 < ao < 2 and ax 6n — 4,
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Figure 4: Examples of doubly-degenerate Hq spectra belonging to class (I): (a) type (1.2.a)

spectrum with ao 0, ax 10; (b) type (I.2.b) spectrum with ao 0, ax 8.

where n runs over 1, 2, 3, Together with type (I.l.n) and (I.2.n) nondegenerate spectra,
they clearly exhaust all class (I) spectra.

By proceeding in the same way, the doubly-degenerate spectra, arising as limiting cases
of class (III) nondegenerate ones, can be shown to separate into the following types:

(IILm.n.a) £2 < £5 < ¦ ¦ ¦ < £3n-i < £o < £371+2 < £3 < £377+5 < • ••

< £3m-3 < £3m+3n-l < £3171 £l < £3m+3n+2

< £3771+3 £4 <

if 6m + 6n — 4 < ao < 6m + 6n + 2 and ax 6m — ao — 2,

(Ill.m.n.b) £2 < £5 < • ¦ • < £37,-1 < £377+2 £0 < £377+5 £3 < ¦ ¦ ¦

< £3m+3n-i £3771-3 < £1 < £3771+371+2 £3771 < £4 < • ¦ ¦ (3.10)

if 6m -I- 6n — 4 < ao < 6m + 6n + 2 and ax — 4 — 6n,

(Ill.m.n.c) £2 < £5 < - • ¦ < £37.-1 < £0 < £377+2 < £3 < • • •

< £3777+377-4 < £3777-3 < £3771+371-1 £1 < £3777

< £3m+3n+2 £4 < ¦ ¦ •

if ao 6m. + 6n — 4 and —4 — 6n < ctx < 2 — 6n,

where m, n run over 1, 2, 3, Together with type (Ill.l.m.n) and (III.2.m.n) non-
degenerate spectra, they cover all class (III) parameter range, but for the discrete values

ao 6m + 6n + 2, ax —4 — 6n, where m, n 1, 2, 3,
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Figure 5: Examples of doubly-degenerate Hq spectra belonging to class (II): (a) type
(II.2.2.a) spectrum with ao 10, ai 6: (b) type (II.2.2.b) spectrum with ao 10,

ax 2; (c) type (II.2.2.c) spectrum with a0 8, ax 4.
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Figure 6: Examples of doubly-degenerate Hq spectra belonging to class (III): (a) type
(III.2.2.a spectrum with a0 24, ai -14; (b) type (III.2.2.b) spectrum with a0 24,

ax -16; (c) type (III.2.2.c) spectrum with ao 20, ax -12.
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The doubly-degenerate spectra arising as limiting cases of class (II) nondegenerate ones

can be grouped with those appearing in the intermediate classes (ITI), and (II-III) to provide
the following types:

(Il.m.n.a) £0 < £3 < ¦ ¦ ¦ < £371-3 < £2 < E3n < £5 < ¦ ¦ • < £3,n+3n_6

< £3777-1 < £3777+377-3 £1 < £3771+2 < £3777+377 £4 <

if 6m — 4 < ao < 6m + 2 and ax 6m. + 6n — ao — 8,

(Il.m.n.b) £0 < £3 < ¦ ¦ ¦ < £3,7-3 E2 < E3n £5 < • • •

< £3771+377-6 £3771-1 < £l < £3m+3n-3 £3771+2 < £4 < • • •

if 6m — 4 < ao < 6m + 2 and ax 6n — 10, (3-11)

(II.rn.nx) £0 < £3 < • ¦ • < £37,-3 < £2 < £37, < £5 < £377+3 < ¦ ¦ ¦

< £3m-4 < £3m+377-6 < £3,71-1 £l < £3„l+3n_3

< £-3771+2 £4 <

if ao 6?n — 4 and 6n — 10 < ax < 6n — 4,

where m, n run over 1, 2, 3, Here we note that type (Il.m.n.a), (Il.m.n.b) (with n > 2),
and (Il.m.n.c) (with m > 2) spectra come from class (II), and together with type (II.1.m.n)
and (II.2.m.n) nondegenerate spectra cover all class (II) parameter range, but for the discrete
values ao 6m + 2, ax 6n — 4, where m, n 1, 2, 3, On the contrary, type (Il.l.n.c)
[resp. (II.777.Lb)] spectra result from the intermediate class (ITI) [resp. (II-III)], and cover all
the corresponding parameter range, but for the discrete values ao 2, a] 6n — 4, where
n 1, 2, 3, [resp. ax —4, ao 6?n + 2, where m 1, 2, 3, ...].

Some examples of doubly-degenerate spectra are displayed on figures 4, 5, and 6. One
should note that the lowest doubly-degenerate state is the fcth one, where k n + 1,

n + 2, 2m + n, n, 2m + n — 1, 2m + n + 1, n + 1, or 2m -I- n for type (1.71.a), (I.n.b),
(Il.m.n.a), (Il.m.n.b), (Il.m.n.c), (III.m.n.a), (III.m.n.b), or (Ill.m.n.c), respectively, and
that above such a doubly-degenerate state, there always remain some nondegenerate ones.
For type (Il.m.l.b) spectra, and only for them, the ground state is doubly degenerate.

3.3 Triply-degenerate spectra

The allowed parameter values not encountered in subsections 3.1, 3.2 correspond to
triply-degenerate spectra. The latter may be separated into the following three types:

(I.n.abc) £0 < £3 < ¦ ¦ • < £3,7-3 < E3n £, £2

< £3,1+3 £4 £5 < ¦ ¦ ¦

if ao 2 and ai 6n — 4,

(II.m.n.abc) £0 < £3 < ¦ ¦ ¦ < £377-6 < £371-3 £2 < £37, £5 < ¦ ¦ ¦

< £3771+371-6 £3777-1 < £3777+37,-3 £3777+2 £1

< £3m+3n £3777+5 £4 < • • • (3-12)

if ao 6m + 2 and ax 6n — 10,
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Figure 7: Examples of triply-degenerate Hq spectra: (a) type (1.2.abc) spectrum with ao 2,

ai 8; b) type (II.1.2.abc) spectrum with ao 8, ax 2; (c) type (III.1.Labe) spectrum
with oq 14, tt! —10.

(Ill.m.n.abc) £2 < £5 < ¦ ¦ ¦ < £3,7-1 < £3,1+2 £0 < £3,1+5 £3 < ¦ • •

< £3m+3n-i £3m-3 < £3777+3,7+2 £3,71 £1

< £3,77+3,7+5 £3777+3 £4 < • ¦ ¦

if ao 6m + 6n + 2 and ai — 4 — 6n,

where m, n run over 1, 2, 3, The first type comes from the intermediate class (ITI),
the second one from class (II) or from the intermediate class (II-III), according to whether
n > 2 or n 1, while the third one results from class (III).

Some examples of triply-degenerate spectra are displayed on figure 7. Below the infinite
set of triply-degenerate states, there appear n nondegenerate states in type (I.n.abc) spectra,
while in the case of type (II.m.n.abc) [resp. (Ill.m.n.abc)] spectra, there are n-l [resp. n]
nondegenerate states, followed by m [resp. m] doubly-degenerate ones. For type (II.?n. Labe)
spectra, and only for them, the ground state is doubly degenerate. No spectrum with a

triply-degenerate ground state is obtained.
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4 Period-Three Spectra and Supersymmetric Quantum

Mechanics

From equations (3.6). (3.7), and (3.8), it results that type (1.1.1). (II.1.1.1). and (III.1.1.1)
spectra, characterized by

(1.1.1) £0 < £i < £2 < £3 < £1 < £5 < ¦ ¦ ¦

if —1 < ao < 2 and -2 - ao < ai < 2,

(II.1.1.1) £0 < £2 < £1 < £3 < £5 < £4 < ¦ • ¦

if 2 < a0 < 8 and -4 < ax < 4 - a0, (4.1)

(III.l.l.l) £2 < £0 < £1 < £5 < £3 < £4 < • ¦ •

if 2 < a0 < 8 and -2 - a0 < ax < -4,

respectively, have an infinite number of periodically spaced levels. More precisely, the level
spacings are given by ui0, tox, w2, ^0, ^1, <^2i ¦ ¦ •! where ^jß, p 0, 1, 2, can be expressed in
terms of the algebra parameters ao, ari, as

(1.1.1) u;0 5(00 + 11 +2), wl \(2-a0), w2 \(2-<xi),
(II.1.1.1) cjQ fax + 4), u>i l(a0-2), u>2 |(4 - o0 - ori), (4.2)

(III.l.l.l) Wo ^(-ûi-4), «i £(a0 + aa + 2), w2 £(8 - o0),

respectively. In all three cases, the normalization of Hq is such that Q3 uq + u>x + lo2 3.

Spectra of a similar type were recenti)" encountered by Sukhatme et ai [4] in the context
of SSQM with cyclic shape invariant potentials of period three. In such a case, one may
construct a hierarchy of supersymmetric Hamiltonians, and corresponding supercharges in
terms of superpotentials that repeat after a cycle of three iterations. In terms of the operators

Ali —AW(x,bf, Aß --^+W(x,bf, p 0,1,2...., (4.3)

where bß denotes a sel of parameters such that bß+3 — bß, and the superpotentials W(x, bf
satisfy the shape invariance conditions

W2(x, bf + W'(x, bf W2(x, bM+i) - W'(x, Vh) + wM, P 0.1. 2. (4.4)

the supersymmetric Hamiltonians 7iß, and supercharge operators Qß, Qß are defined by

r(l')

Hß —
/ «w - 4"
V 0

' ° Ì Qt_

1ère

W(0) Ao^O,

nw _ A^j^ + 4""1'/ 4Ap f0w/, A' 1.2..... (4.6)
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and €q' denotes the ground state energy of Ht-A) (with Sq 0)-

Since a\ a[, A3 A0, H(3) Hm A S^]I, one finds

Hll+3 H„ Ql+3 Ql Qß+3 Qu- (4.7)

Hence, there are only three sets of independent operators {Hß,Qß,Qf, corresponding to
p 0, 1,2. Each one of them fulfils the defining relations of the sqm(2) superalgebra

{QlY Ql o. [«„,«£] ^„.QjJ-O, {Qn,Ql} Hß. (4.8)

The eigenvalues Ef. n 0, 1, 2, of HA1', p. 0, 1, 2, satisfy the relations

òl — ^0 — w0i

4°) £1(1) 42)=Wo + ^i, (4.9)

c(°) _ p(l) _ r(2) _ p(3)
&3fe+i/ — c3k+v-l — c3k+v-2 — c3(fc-l)-l
7(0) _ o(l) _ p(2) _£.(3) _ {.o \p,.•-•3A:+i/-l — c"3fc+i'-2 — c3(k-l)+v — ^"3 "+" 2^ "V'

p=0

where fc 1, 2, v 0, 1, 2, and Yflo 0.

We shall now proceed to show that one may realize the operators defined in equations

(4.5), (4.6), and satisfying equations (4.7), (4.8), in terms of creation and annihilation

operators at, aß, p 0, 1, 2, belonging to C3-extended oscillator algebras A f (m), p. 0,

1, 2, whose parameters a0 ax take some appropriate values corresponding to type (1.1.1)

spectra. We shall actually prove that one may assume

K al Aß aß, p 0,1,2. (4.10)

For such a purpose, let. us start with some algebra -4q30'Qi, and from its generators let us

construct the operators

WM F(N + p) N + pI + aoPx_ß - a2P2_ß, (4.11)

where in the last step we used equations (2.9), and (2.14). It is straightforward to see that
the eigenvalues £jM of HM satisfy equation (4.9) with w^ 1 + orM, p. 0, 1, 2, and fi3 3.

For this result to be meaningful, the conditions wM > 0, p 0, 1, 2, have to be fulfilled. The
latter imply the following restrictions on ao, ax,

-l<a0<2, -l<a1<l-a0. (4.12)

The parameter values satisfying equation (4.12) form a subset of the set of allowed parameter
values for type (1.1.1) spectra, as defined in equation (4.1).

From equation (2.15), it results that H^ and H^\ defined in equation (4.11), can be
rewritten as H^ at a and Ti'1) aat, respectively. Comparing with equation (4.6), we
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conclude that equation (4.10) is valid for p. 0, provided we define a0 at, a-o a. so that
the corresponding algebra parameters are a0 ao, ax ax.

Let us now define ax, ax, and a2, a2 in such a way that equation (4.10) is also valid for

p. 1, and p 2. From equations (4.6) and (4.11), we obtain

Hm a\ax + (1 + a0)I N + I A a0P0 - a2Px,

H{2) aia\ A (1 A a0)I N + 21 - a2P0 + a0P2, (4.13)

and

H(2) a\a2 + (2 + a0 + af)I N A 27 - a2P0 + a0P2,

W(3) a2at2A(2AaoAax)I N + 3lAa0Pi-a2P2, (4.14)

from which we derive

[aj,a][] I + axP0 + a2Px + a0P2, [a2, at2] I + a2P0 + a0Pi A axP2. (4.15)

Finally, from equation (4.11), it results that W'3' Hm + 31, so that .4^ A^ al,
A3 Aq do; as it shoud be.

We conclude that the choice made in equations (4.10), (4.11), and (4.12) provides an
algebraic realization of SSQM for any cyclic shape invariant potential of period three.4 The
matrix elements of the supersymmetric Hamiltonians and supercharges Hß, Q'ß, Qß, u 0,

1, 2, are expressed in terms of boson-like operators aß, aß, p 0, 1, 2, belonging to C3-

extended oscillator algebras A^ai, .A^ _Q0_ai, AL„0_Ql]Q0, respectively, where a0, ax are
related to the level spacings through the relations wo l + ao> ux l + ax, u>2 1 — ao — ax,
and restricted to those values satisfying equation (4.12). The commutators of such operators
aL aß are given by

[aß, aß]=I + aMp0 + a[ß)Px + a^P2, (4.16)

where the parameters a\f au+ß, v 0, 1, 2, fulfil relations similar to equation (4.12), i.e.,

-1 < cJ£> < 2, -1< a?> < 1 - afri (4.17)

For different p values, the sets {a0ß' ,ax,a2 } only differ from one another by a cyclic
permutation.

As a final point, we would like to stress that the Hamiltonians H^\ given in equation

(4.11), differ from the corresponding bosonic oscillator Hamiltonians Hq | <aß, atß\

through a linear combination of projection operators Pv,

«M H^ - Y£ (l + 4") Pv + S^I, (4.18)

4It is obvious that by an appropriate change of energy scale, one can get any Qz value instead of Q3 3,

as considered here.
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Figure 8: Spectra of the Hamiltonians K^, ^ 0, 1. 2, 3, defined in equation (4.11), for

a0 0, ax 1.

or

W(0)

W(8)

±£(i + a„)p„,- /v'°)- #0

ffr?) + f£(l + 2ao-aI,+i)P,,
1/

^0) + i^(l + a„)P„,

i^2) + 1 £(3 - 2a2 - a„+2)P.,
I/

#0°' + \ E(3 + Q'-+i - a*+2)JV (4.19)

This explains why the H^ and ì7q spectra, corresponding to parameter values satisfying
equation (4.17), consist of periodically spaced levels characterized by different wu values,
although in both cases the level order is similar, and actually coincides with that of the
standard harmonic oscillator.

On figure 8 are displayed the spectra of Tt^\ p 0, 1, 2, 3, for ao 0, and ai \.
The corresponding values of u>v are uiq 1, uix |, u>2 |, and the associated CVextended

(3)oscillator algebras are A0{,2, A\,2_x/2, A',(3)
-1/2,0 respectively.

5 Concluding Remarks

In the present paper, we considered a bosonic oscillator Hamiltonian Hq, associated with
the CVextended oscillator algebra A^ai introduced in [37], and we studied its spectrum in
terms of the algebra parameters ao, ai. We showed that such a spectrum has a very rich
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structure, contrary to what happens for the two-particle Calogero Hamiltonian, connected
with the C-2 (or Sn)-ext ended oscillator algebra A^ (also referred to as the Calogero-Vasiliev
algebra). In particular, we obtained both nondegencratc spectra, with or without the same
level order as the standard harmonic oscillator, and spectra exhibiting some double and/or
triple degeneracies.

More importantly, we pointed out that some of the nondegenerate spectra, namely those
of type (1.1.1). (II.1.1.1). and (III.l.l.l). have an infinite number of periodically spaced levels,
as the spectra arising in SSQM when considering cyclic shape invariant potentials of period
three [4]. We finally obtained a matrix realization of the supersymmetric Hamiltonians
and supercharges associated with the latter in terms of creation and annihilation operators
atß, aß, p. 0, 1, 2, belonging to C3-extended oscillator algebras, whose parameters are
obtained by cyclic permutations from a starting set {ao,ax, a2}, for which —1 < a0 < 2,
— 1 < ax < 1 — ao, and 02 —ao — ctx.

It is obvious that the results derived in the present paper can be extended to bosonic
oscillator Hamiltonians Hq associated with C^-extended oscillator algebras Afjai...QA_,,
corresponding to A values different from three. Although the complete classification of their
possible types of spectra in terms of the algebra parameters ao, eti, ¦ ¦ -, a.\_2, becomes rather
complicated for A > 3, generalizing the results for spectra with periodically spaced levels is

straightforward. In particular, it can easily be shown that the hierarchy of supersymmetric
Hamiltonians and supercharges { Hß, Qß, Qß \ p 0,1,..., A — 1 } of [4], corresponding to
cyclic shape invariant potentials of period A > 2, can be built from creation and annihilation
operators oL aß, p 0, 1, A — 1, belonging to C>,-extended oscillator algebras, whose

parameters are obtained by cyclic permutations from a starting set {ao, ax,..., a\_x}, for
which -1 < a0 < A — 1, -1 < aß < A — p. — 1 — I^=oa„ if p 1, 2, A - 2, and

v^A-2aA-l - 2^v=oa"-

A very interesting open question is the possibility of realizing Cx-extended oscillator
algebras in terms of differential operators. Since one-dimensional Hamiltonians are known
to have no degeneracies in their bound state spectrum, the existence of degeneracies in the
Hq spectrum for some parameter values shows that such a realization should at least involve
two variables.
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